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Past Conference Report
We would like to thank all our wonderful keynotes, speakers, delegates, students, associations, exhibitors, media partner and guests
for making Food Technology 2019 Europe a successful event. Allied Academies hosted the event of the 8th International Conference
on Food Science and Technology during the mid of April 08-09, 2019 in Zurich, with the theme Reconnoiter the Prodigious
Advancements in the Bailiwicks of food Science &Technology. Active participation was received from the Editorial Board Members
of supporting International Journals as well as from the leading scientists, researchers, research scholars, students, and leaders
from the field of Nutrition, Food Science &Technology who made the event successful. Food Technology2019 was marked by
the attendance of young and brilliant researchers, business delegates and talented student communities representing more than 18
countries who have driven this event into the path of success The conference highlighted through various sessions on current research.

Biography
Dr Derek Watson Senior Fellow of the Higher Education Academy, founder of the Faculty ‘Business Clinic’ and the Doctoral
lead for the University’s ‘Research Fridays’ programme and has rich experience of mapping skills requirements in emerging
sectors. Dr Watson has extensive links and networks as a result of sourcing and embedding external engagement opportunities
across the curriculum, with an international portfolio of clients and contacts, such as the British Cabinet Office, Indian
Government Council of Scientific and Industrial Research, Dubai Police and Canon International. His research focuses on
academic-industry collaboration, investigating the impact of knowledge exchange and food safety cultural compliance. He
actively documenting his consultancy experience via international academic journals and has delivered lectures and seminars at
universities and symposiums on a global scale. He has been appointed on the editorial board for the ‘International Journal of
Academic Research in Management’. Dr Watson is also a Doctoral External Examiner, academic reviewer of several international
journals and currently employed as ‘External Examiner’ for Staffordshire University DBA programmes in Business & Law. In
addition, a Visiting Professor at Sias Business School and Sias Academy for Open Innovation at Sias International University
in China, the Technological University of Panama and Senior Research Fellow at the Cyprus Business School, Cyprus.

Publications
Akyekyema Bour and Apreku Rock Shelters: Lithics, Pottery and Society at the Forest’s Edge
During the Second Millennium cal. ad, Kwahu Plateau, Ghana.
The Kintampo Archaeological Research Project (KARP): Academic collaboration and field
research in Ghana.
Within savanna and forest: A review of the Late Stone Age Kintampo Tradition, Ghana.
Under the rocks: reconsidering the origin of the Kintampo Tradition and the development of
food production in the Savanna-Forest/Forest of West Africa.
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